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Abstract 
This Paper analyzes the factorization of the inverse of a Cauchy-Vandermonde ma- 
trix as a product of bidiagonal matrices. Factorizations of Cauchy-Vandermonde ma- 
trices are also considered. The results are applied to derive a fast algorithm for solving 
linear Systems whose coefficient matrices are Cauchy-Vandermonde matrices. 0 1998 
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
A Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix is an n x n matrix V of the form V = (AIB), 
where the first 1 (1 < 1 < n) columns form a Cauchy matrix and the last n - Z 
columns form a Vandermonde matrix. Cauchy-Vandermonde matrices play 
an important roles in rational interpolation approximation (cf. [6] or [5]) or nu- 
merical quadrature. They also appear in connection with the numerical solu- 
tion of Singular integral equations (see [12]). 
Let us observe that Cauchy-Vandermonde matrices arise when computing 
rational interpolants with prescribedpoles. A different type of unconstrained ra- 
tional interpolation Problem leading to different classes of structured matrices 
and corresponding fast algorithms is studied in [4]. 
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In [13] we obtained an LU factorization of a Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix 
which allowed us to derive a fast algorithm for solving a Cauchy-Vandermonde 
linear System. This algorithm generalized Björck and Pereyra algorithm [2] for 
solving Vandermonde linear Systems, in the sense of using a Newton-type basis 
for the interpolation Problem associated with the Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix. 
On the other hand, factorizations in terms of bidiagonal matrices have been use- 
ful when dealing with Vandermonde matrices (cf. Section 4.6 of [ 1 l] or [ 151) and 
with Cauchy matrices (cf. [3]). In Theorem 2.1 we prove the existente and unique- 
ness of the factorization of the inverse of a Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix as a 
product of bidiagonal matrices. As we comment at the end of Section 2, similar 
results tan be derived for Cauchy-Vandermonde matrices. 
In Section 3 we show that the factorization of Theorem 2.1 provides a fast 
algorithm of O(n’) operations to solve a linear System whose coefficient matrix 
is an n x n Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix I’. We also see that this method for 
solving a linear System Vx = b also provides a method for solving the dual lin- 
ear System V’JJ = c (VT denotes the transpose of V). 
The main differente between this algorithm and the algorithm proposed in 
[13] Comes from the fact that the algorithm presented here uses the factoriza- 
tion in terms of bidiagonal matrices, extending to the case of Cauchy-Vander- 
monde matrices the results about the factorization of Cauchy matrices given in 
[3]. In contrast, in [13] the main tool is the construction of the triangular ma- 
trices L and U by using the connection between a Cauchy-Vandermonde linear 
System and the rational interpolation Problem associated with it. 
Our notation follows, in essence, that of [1,7,9]. Given k, n E N, 1 6 k 6 n, 
Qk,n will denote the set of all increasing sequences of k natura1 numbers less 
than or equal to n. Let A be a real Square matrix of Order 12. For k < n, 
m < n, and for any ~1 E Qk,n and ß E Q,,,n, we denote by A[@] the k x m subma- 
trix of A containing rows numbered by GI and columns numbered by ß. For 
brevity we shall write A[a] := A[ala]. 
A fundamental tool for obtaining our results will be the use of an elimina- 
tion method which was called Neville elimination in [7]. Neville efimination is a 
procedure to create Zeros in a matrix by means of adding to a given row a suit- 
able multiple of the previous one. For a nonsingular matrix A = (a,), G ijgn, it 
consists of il - 1 major Steps resulting in a sequence of matrices as follows: 
A := A, + A2 + . . . -+ A,, 
where A, = (d’) ,, , G ijGn has Zeros below its main diagonal in the t - 1 first col- 
umns. The matrix A,+, 1s obtained from A, (t = 1, . . . , n) according to the formula: 
.(1) 
IJ 
if i< t, 
&f’) := 
Y af - (n/~)/a~_,~,)c~~_~~ if i > t + 1 andi 2 t + 1, (1.1) 
0 otherwise. 
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In this process the element 
pij := ai), l<j<n, j<i<n, 
is called the (i, j) Pivot of the Neville elimination of A. The process would break 
down if any of the Pivots pij (j < i < n) is Zero. In that case we tan move the 
corresponding rows to the bottom and proceed with the new matrix, as de- 
scribed in [7]. The Neville elimination of a matrix tan be performed without 
row exchanges if all the Pivots are nonzero. The Pivots pii will be referred to 
as diagonal Pivots. If all the Pivots pij are nonzero, then Pi1 = aii Vi and, by 
Lemma 2.6 (1) of [7], 
det A[i-j+ l,..., ill,..., j] 
“‘= detA[i-j+ l,..., i- lll,..., j- l] 
(1 <j<i<n). (1.2) 
The element 
mij = Pij/Pi-Ij, l<j<n, j<i<n, (1.3) 
is called the (i, j) multiplier of the Neville elimination of A. The matrix U := A, 
is upper triangular and has the diagonal Pivots on its main diagonal. 
In some recent Papers (cf. [7-101 and [14]) it has been shown that Neville 
elimination tan be very useful when dealing with some special classes of matri- 
ces, such as totally positive matrices. A matrix is called totally positive if all its 
minors are nonnegative (cf. [l]). The relationship of Cauchy-Vandermonde 
matrices with total positivity was analyzed in Section 4 and 5 of [13]. In this 
Paper we shall see that Neville elimination is a useful tool for studying Ca- 
uchy-Vandermonde matrices even when they are not totally positive. 
2. Factorizations in terms of bidiagonal matrices 
A matrix 
n-l- 1 /& ... & 1 Cl ... C] 
I -!- . . . cz -4 & 1 c2 . . . CT-‘-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
&/ 1 c, . . c;y 
is called a Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix because if 1 = 0 it is a classical Van- 
dermonde matrix and if 1 = n it is a classical Cauchy matrix. We tan interprete 
this matrix as the coefficient matrix of a Lagrange interpolation Problem: given 
n different real numbers q, . . . , c, (the interpolation nodes) and b,, . , b, (the 
interpolation data), find the function 
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f(x) = & Ul& + 2 LZj.Xj-I-I 
j=I J j=l+l 
such that f(ci) = bi for all i = 1, . . . , TZ. This Problem is a rational interpolation 
Problem of Lagrange type, whose interpolation space contains both polynomi- 
als and rational functions with Z different prescribed poles dl , . . . , d, E R, where 
{di,. . . ,d/}n{cl>..., c,} =0. 
We shall also use the following well-known formula (cf. [6] or [13]) for the 
determinant of a Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix: 
n (Ci - d,) (2.1) 
Theorem 2.1. Let A = (aij)lGijGn be a Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix whose 
corresponding interpolation nodes and poles satisfy {dl , . . , di} n (~1, . . . , c,} = 
0 and ci # 0 Vi. Then 
A-’ = GIG*. . .Gn~,D~‘Fn-,Fn_*...F,, (2.2) 
where Eqs. (2.4)-(2.6), Eqs. (2.8) and (2.11) hold. Moreover, this factorization is 
unique among factorizations of that type. 
Proof. Let us observe that the minors of A using initial consecutive columns are 
Cauchy-Vandermonde determinants and so formula (2.1) Shows that they are 
nonzero. In consequence, by Lemma 2.6 (2) of [7] all Pivots of the Neville 
elimination of A are nonzero and this elimination tan be performed without 
row exchanges (i.e. A satisfies the property called WR-condition in [9]). By 
Eq. (2.12) of [9] we tan write 
F,-,F,p2. F,A = R (2.3) 
with R an upper triangular matrix and the matrices fi (1 6 i < n - 1) are bidi- 
agonal matrices of the form 
-1 
0 1 
. . . . . . 
0 1 
fi= 
-m,+i., 1 
-mi+2,i 1 
(2.4) 
-%i l_ 
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Since the entries mij are the multipliers of the Neville elimination of A, they 
have the form 
Pij (J!!’ 
mij = - = 
Pi-1,j $1 . 
(2.5) 
l-lj 
By Eqs. (1.2) and (2.1) we derive for j > 2 
KL,,, (Cd-C!c)~~~: (Fdj+&) 
&) = 
nll:(c,-~,,nl=,~,+,(Ck-d,) ’ jG Zl 
‘J 
i ’ 
n::,_,+, @-c1) 
(2.6) 
n,=,Wr, ’ 
j > 1. 
Let us now see that the minors of AT using initial consecutive columns and 
consecutive rows are nonzero. In fact, these minors are either Cauchy-Vander- 
monde determinants (and we tan apply to them formula (2.1)) or determinants 
of the form 
4 c; . . . Cf-k+, 
k+l 
CO 
k+’ 
Cl 
k+l . . . 
‘I-k+1 
det . . . 
i: 4 
k k k 
= cOcl ’ ’ ’ C/-k+l det M, 
: . 
. . 
4 c; 
1 . . . 
‘I-k+1 
where MT is a nonsingular Vandermonde matrix. Then by Lemma 2.6 (2) of [7] 
all Pivots of the Neville elimination of AT are nonzero and this elimination tan 
be performed without row exchanges (i.e. AT satisfies the WR-condition in [9]). 
By Eq. (2.12) of [9] we tan write 
G;f_, G;_2 . . GTAT = VT, (2.7) 
where VT is an upper triangular matrix and the matrices GT (1 < i 6 n - 1) are 
bidiagonal matrices of the form 
GF = 
1 
0 1 
0 1 
-mi+l., 1 
-4,z.i 1 
-%i 1 
PJ9 
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Using Eqs. (2.3) and (2.7) and the uniqueness of the LDU-factorization of a 
nonsingular matrix we tan deduce that 
A = F,-’ . . .FnI1],D@, G-’ I 1 
where D is a nonsingular diagonal matrix. Therefore Eq. (2.2) follows. 
Applying Theorem 2.2 of [9] to A and AT we obtain the uniqueness of the 
factorizations Eqs. (2.3) and (2.7) and so the uniqueness of Eq. (2.2). 
Since the elements Tipi are the multipliers of the Neville elimination of AT, 
they have the form 
(AT)!’ 
“Q = m’ (2.9) 
By Eqs. (1.2) and (2.1) we tan obtain for j 3 2 
uk:: (C,-ct) 
rI=,,+, (Ydr) ’ 
i-j+l<Z<i, (2.10) 
n;:: (c, - Q) > i-j=l, 
Finally, the diagonal matrix D in Eq. (2.2) has as ith diagonal element 
(1 < i 6 n) the ith Pivot pii = @ of the Neville elimination of A: 
D = diag{a\:‘, ag), . . , ak)}. (2.11) 
The expression of the elements &’ for i > 2 tan be found in Eq. (2.6). 
In Section 3 we shall also be interested in solving the dual linear System 
ATx = b, 
where A is a Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix and b E KP. These linear Systems 
arise in the construction of formulae of numerical integration and numerical 
differentiation of interpolatory type. A key tool will be the following factoriza- 
tion of (AT)-‘, which is a consequence of Theorem 2.1. 
Corollary 2.2. Let A = (a,), Gij$n be a Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix whose 
corresponding interpolation nodes and poles satisfy {dl, . . . , dl} n (~1, . . . , c,} = 
0 and ci # 0 ‘di. Then 
(AT)-’ = FTF,T . . F,_, (DT)-‘GT_, G;j‘* . . . GT, (2.12) 
where Eqs. (2.4), (2.6), (2.8) and (2.11) hoZd. Moreover, this factorization is un- 
ique among factorizations of that type. 
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Due to our purposes for the following section, we have been interested in a fac- 
torizationofK’ asaproduct ofbidiagonalmatrices, wheredisacauchy-vander- 
monde matrix. The results of Sections 2 and 3 of [9] show that a similar 
factorization ofA could be obtained from that ofA-' . In particular, using Theorem 
2.6 of [9] one tan deduce that the corresponding factors ofA contain the numbers 
opposite in sign to the multipliers mji’s and fiij’s, but occurring in a different Order. 
3. Fast algorithms for solving Cauchy-Vandermonde linear Systems 
This section is devoted to construct fast algorithms for solving Cauchy-Van- 
dermonde linear Systems and their dual Systems. As we shall see, both Problems 
are closely related. 
In Order to solve the linear System Ax = b, where A is an n x n Cauchy-Van- 
dermonde matrix, we use Theorem 2.1 obtaining 
x = G,G2.. . Gn_,D-‘Fn_,Fn-2. . . F,b. (3.1) 
Since matrices Gis and <‘ls are bidiagonal and D-’ is diagonal, it is clear that 
the whole product tan be carried out with computational complexity O(n2). It 
remains to see that the construction of those matrices tan also be carried out 
with computational complexity O(n2). Equivalently, by Eqs. (2.4), (2.5 , 
(I (2.Q (2.9) and (2.11), it is sufficient to show that the entries a;’ and (AT)ii) 
tan be obtained in 0(n2) arithmetic operations. 
Let us Start with the construction of the entries ai’ given by Eq. (2.6). First 
of all, let us observe that for j = 1 we have a,, (‘) = ajl, i.e. the entries in the first 
column of A. So we must compute Q~Y) for j = 2, . . . , n, i = j,j + 1, . . . , n. 
Defining 
Bij = h (ck - dj), j=2,... ,I; i=j,j+l,..., n, 
k=i-j+l 
j-l 
Gj=n(-dj+dr), j=2,...,1, 
i-1 
we have 
ag) GI+1 4, (ci-c,-j) 
'J G, &,+I (vd,) ’ j< 1, 
p> 
IJ+1 = 
(0 B,/ (ca-CL-r) 
‘i/ G, (c,-d,) 2 j= I, 
Ut'(Ci - Ci-j), j> 1. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Clearly, the numbers Gj of Eq. (3.3) tan be computed in O(n2) elementary 
operations. AS for the numbers B,, if we begin by computing Bjj for j = 
1,. . . , 1, and we take into account that 
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Bij = Bi_lj(c; - dj)/(ci_j - dj), i=j+l,...,n, 
then we conclude that the computational complexity of the construction of all 
B,‘s is again O(n*). 
Finally, taking into account Eq. (3.4) it tan be easily seen that the construc- 
tion of &’ (j = 2 
complexity O(n’).’ ’ 
. . > n, i = j, . . . , n) tan be carried out with computational 
A similar algorithm with computational complexity O(n2) tan be derived for 
obtaining the entries (AT):’ given by Eq. (2.10). 
In Order to solve the dual linear System ATx = b where A is an IZ x n Cauchy- 
Vandermonde matrix, we use Corollary 2.2 and then we have 
x = F~F2...Fn_,(DT)-‘Gn_,Gn_2...GTb. (3.5) 
Therefore, since the matrices appearing in Eq. (3.5) are simply the transpose 
matrices of those in Eq. (3.1) the dual System tan also be solved with compu- 
tational complexity O(n2). 
Let us remark that these algorithms extend to the case of Cauchy-Vander- 
monde matrices a bidiagonal algorithm for Cauchy matrices given in [3]. In [3] 
the authors show that their algorithm is stable when the Cauchy matrix is to- 
tally positive. In Proposition 4.1 of [13] we proved that a Cauchy-Vander- 
monde matrix V (see Eq. (2.1) for an explicit expression of its determinant) 
is totally positive when 
0 < ci < c* < . . . < c, and 0 < -d, < -d2 < . . . < -d,. 
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